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Abstract 
The right of pre-emption can be characterized as a legal relationship following either statutory or contractual provisions, that 
establishes rights and obligations between the entitled person (eligible person) and the obliged person (owner) as two parties to 
the relationship. The content of this relationship is first of all the legitimate right of the eligible person to be offered by the 
obliged person to buy a particular thing and the corresponding obligation of the owner to offer the thing if it shall be sold. The 
purpose of the pre-emption right is to secure a priority status of the eligible person as regards the potential acquisition of the 
subject of pre-emption right. The pre-emptive right may be established in particular through rules provided directly by the law. 
The law may establish pre-emption rights in various situations. Most often it is the right of co-owners by shares to buy the share 
or shares offered for sale by other co-owners. This right was dominating to the relationship of the co-owners by share until the 
entry into force of the Civil Code No. 89/ 2012 Coll . as part of a general regulation of co-ownership. Its infringement brought 
along relative nullity of the legal act on the transfer of the ownership share.  
This paper deals with two question connected to the pre-emption right that have been subject to modifications on the basis of the 
entry into force of the new Civil Code , Act . No. 89/2012 Coll . by 1 January 2014. First of all, it analyses the narrowed scope of 
the statutory pre-emption rights of co-owners by shares and its possible impact on their mutual relations in practice. 
Subsequently, the paper focuses on the conceptual change of the relative nullity of the transfer of property carried out in violation 
of the statutory pre-emption right and the procedural consequences thereof . 
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1. Introduction  
The pre-emption right can be characterized as a legal relationship between the person entitled from the pre-
emption right (eligible person) and the person liable by this right (liable person). The content of this relationship is in 
particular the right of the eligible person to be compulsory offered to buy a thing (property) if the owner – liable 
wants to dispose with the property. To this right corresponds the obligation of the liable person. The purpose of the 
above right is to secure priority to the eligible person as regards the acquisition of the property-subject of the pre-
emption right. However, this acquisition does not occur automatically, it is dependent on manifestation of will by 
both parties to the relationship. The first prerequisite is the will of the liable person to dispose with the property, the 
second one is the will of the eligible person to acquire the property. 
According to the legal effects we can distinguished between two types of the pre-emption rights, namely the right 
of first refusal vested in a person (contractual right of first refusal) and substantive right of first refusal (pre-emption 
right arising under the statutes). In the case of the contractual pre-emption right only the parties to the contract are 
committed and/or entitled, whereas under the substantive right of first refusal the obligation to offer the property for 
the purchase commits not only the persons that concluded a contract but every person in the legal position of the co-
owner. 
The pre-emptive right may arise primarily from reasons set directly by the statute. Statutes may establish the pre-
emption right in various situations. Most frequently it is the right of co-owner by share to buy the share/shares of 
other co-owners. Prior to the entry into force of the Civil Code No. 89/2012 Coll. (“CivC” thereinafter) this right 
formed part of a general system of rules for co-ownership by shares and its infringement lead to the relative nullity 
of the legal transaction that transferred the co- ownership share (cf. Section 140 of Civil Code No. 60/1964 Coll., as 
amended – “CivC 1964” thereinafter)†. 
In addition, the law stipulates for the right of first refusal with other persons as eligible persons in the form of the 
so called bid obligation. For example, under Act No. 20/1987 Coll. on the state conservation, owners of cultural 
monuments are required – if they intent to sell such cultural monuments – to offer them preferably to the district 
authority competent according to the place of residence of the owner. 
Another example is the regulation for bid obligation imposed on owners of undeveloped land, located on the 
territory of national parks, national nature reservations or natural monuments. Act No. 114/1992 Coll. on nature and 
landscape preservation provides for these owners the obligation to offer at the time of the intended sale of the land in 
question to its purchase by the nature conservation authority. 
Finally, we can quote the provisions of Act No. 503/2012 Coll. on the State Land Office, under which the owners 
of agricultural land who have acquired these from the State earlier than 5 years ago, must in the case they want to re-
sell the land offer it first to the State, this for the same price as they bought it earlier from the State‡. 
2. Material and Methods 
The new Civil Code implemented one fundamental change in the existing rules governing the statutory pre-
emption right. The aim of this contribution is to analyze the reasons that led the law-makers to this change and the 
consequences to that it may lead. With the use of comparative methods – regarding the previous statutory regulation 
– we will compare the advantages and disadvantages of the statutory pre-emption right and will be drawn from this 
comparison the potential influence they may have on the legal practice. We will also consider the tasks it will pose 
on the decision-making process of the courts from the viewpoint of potential disputes and their settlement. Special 
attention will be paid in this context to the relative nullity of legal acts, which may occur if the pre-emption right of 
the co-owners is not implemented in the case of selling of the co-ownership share by one of the co-owners. 
 
 
† For more details and argumentations see Janků, M.(2013),  
‡ This regulation of the statutory pre-emption of the State is a very restricted form of pre-emption, that applied pursuant to Act No. 95/1995 
Coll., on conditions for the transfer of agricultural and forest lands from State ownership to another person. The original extend of the right 
contained no time limits for the offering bid for all State land, with the exception of the persons entitled acc. to so called restitution acts. The Act 
was repealed by the Act. No. 203/2012 Coll. with effect from 1.1.2013  
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3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. Reduction of the statutory pre-emption right of the co-owners by share 
The Civil Code (CivC) contains a principal change as regards the existing rules governing the scope of the pre-
emption rights. When considering the new scheme of the co-ownership the concept of pre-emption right according 
to CivC 1964 was completely abandoned. At the same time it was stressed that the new CivC will no longer regulate 
the pre-emption right of co-owners by share, as this is foreign to the co-ownership by its very concept. Instead, it 
should been considered whether to arrange for the protection of the co-owners otherwise (Eliáš K., Zuklínová, M., 
2001). 
The considered idea of the reduction of the statutory right of pre-emption got into in the new legal regulation of 
the co-ownership by shares, but not in its absolute form, but as a mode with two significant exceptions. The first 
exception – laid down in Section 1124 CivC – involves primarily cases in which the relationship between co-owners 
is based on a last will of the testator; further on, it concerns other situations where essentially the co-owners could 
not exert influence on their rights and obligations from the formation of the co-ownership§.  
The continuity with regulation contained in the CivC 1964 with regard to the significant change in the conceptual 
approach to the pre-emption right is settled by the CivC in the Transitory Provisions of the Code (Section 3062). It 
stipulates that the statutory pre-emption right of co-owners according to the CivC 1964 shall terminate by the expiry 
of one year after the date of entry into force of the CivC. Exception in this context constitute only the farmer and/or 
family plants. 
The amount of the statutory pre-emption right is limited in two respects – by the time and by the scope of eligible 
persons. The temporal aspect is given by the specification of the six month time-limit commencing by from the date 
of the formation of the co-ownership, which will be in most cases subject to the result of the settlement of heritage 
on the basis of confirmation of the legacy by the Court of Justice within the meaning of Section 1690 e.a. CivC. The 
pre-emptive right established in that way is deliberately set as limited by the time and the duration laid down by the 
law is hold as corresponding, on one hand, to the need to take into account the essence and sense of the right of 
ownership (cf. Article 4 of Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms), and on the other hand, as giving the co-
owners sufficient time period to consider their situation and resolve the resulting legal situation according to their 
will. 
The run of the statutory six-month period is to be understood as originating in the moment of the rise of co-
ownership, the end occurring by the passing of these period in accordance with the rules for course of time (Section 
605 CivC). In order for the eligible person to apply the pre-emption right this period is to be interpreted in that it 
stipulates the obligation of the selling co-owner to offer his/her share to the eligible persons – owners of remaining 
shares. In the regime under Section 2143 CivC this obligation is connected with the moment of closing the contract 
with the buyer. According to that, Section 2147 CivC imposes an obligation to the co-owner to make the bid by 
announcing all conditions of the purchase, i.e. the content of the purchase contract in its final version. After the 
expiry of the statutory time limit of six months is legislation designed so that it comes to extinction of the right of 
pre-emption, which may after that continue to exist only in the form of contractual arrangement made by the parties 
concerned supported by the Section 1124 CivC. 
As to the scope of the eligible persons, the pre-emption right is excluded in respect to persons that take 
precedence before the eligible persons as to the offering bid for the sale of co-owner share. To these person belong, 
first of all, the remaining co-owners. This is namely because of the sense of the pre-emption right – to protect the 
other co-owners from undesired extension of the scope of share co-owners. It is obvious that this intent is achieved, 
if the share transfer is initially under control by the existing co-owners, and a foreign person can’t enter the co-
 
 
§ According to the concept taken by the Explanatory Comment to the CivC, the situation, when the co-ownership by shares shall be formed 
otherwise than through a contract between co-owners and when co-owners didn’t have the option to exert influence on their rights and obligations 
(typically at settlement of heritage), requires a specific solution. Therefore, the CivC takes as the basis of this new regulation the French and 
Luxembourg legislation. (see in Eliáš, K., 2012) 
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owner relationships. However, in these cases the legislation does not reach so far, that equal right of all co-owners 
shall be granted, but it prefers the will of the selling co-owner and the offering to the co-owner(s) according to his 
choice. 
The pre-emption right shall also not apply in the case of assignment of co-owner share to a spouse, siblings or 
relatives in the ascending line. Even here the opinion prevails, according to that in the case of the assignment of 
shares to these persons – due to the very close relationship by filiation with the transferor – these persons take 
precedence before the pre-emption right with the assumption that the acquisition of the share will preserve the 
existing family relationships (this assumption, however, needs not to be always fulfilled). It is necessary to 
emphasize in this connection that the enumeration of persons belonging to persons close to the assignor (Section 22 
CivC) referred to in Section 1124 CivC includes only part of the persons entitled whereas the overall concept of 
persons close in Section 22 is wider. This means that the assignment transfer of a share of persons does not mean 
without further in pre-emption, but it is necessary to examine what these relatives to the transfer of shares.: 
3.2. Execution of the pre-emption right by eligible persons 
If the obliged person (co-owner) makes a proper offer, taking into account the pre-emption right of remaining co-
owners, the law assumes that the co-owners shall conclude an agreement about the performance of this pre-emption 
right. However, it does not provide for any further details. Thus, the co-owners may e.g. agree that the pre-emptive 
right will be executed used only by some of them. Should the co-owners by shares reach no agreement on the 
performance of the pre-emption right and its execution is considered only by some of them, the pre-emption right of 
this (these) co-owner (s) shall cover the entire co-ownership share offered**. This form of agreement is, however, 
only one of the options, how the pre-emption right can be disposed with and it comes into consideration only when 
(and after) the obliged person (co-owner) makes the corresponding offer. If some of the co-owners makes no 
statement in respect to the agreement on the exercise of the pre-emption right within the prescribed time-limit, it 
cannot be implied from this that he/she has manifested a will of certain content††. 
The co-owners, which can dispose by the statutory pre-emption right may have, however, agreed previously on 
the waiver of the pre-emption right by an agreement in writing. The existing case law that existed in relation to 
identical provisions of the CivC 1964 has recognised and allowed for such a procedure. The courts held that the 
agreement among the co-owners to the respect, that in the case assignment of co-ownership share by one of them to 
a third party the remaining co-owners will not exercise their pre-emptive right, is not, by its content, contrary to the 
law (see Decision of the Supreme Court, 22 NS Cdo 1599/2003, C-2450). 
Legal practice and case law amended this approach by two conclusions, which remain applicable also for the 
validity of the CivC: 
x If the obliged person (co-owner) makes a proper offer, taking into account the pre-emption right of remaining co-
owners, the law assumes that the co-owners shall conclude an agreement about the performance of this pre-
emption right. However, it does not provide for any further details. Thus, the co-owners may e.g. agree that the 
pre-emptive right will be executed used only by some of them. Should the co-owners by shares reach no 
agreement on the performance of the pre-emption right and its execution is considered only by some of them, the 
pre-emption right of this (these) co-owner (s) shall cover the entire co-ownership share offered . This form of 
agreement is, however, only one of the options, how the pre-emption right can be disposed with and it comes into 
consideration only when (and after) the obliged person (co-owner) makes the corresponding offer. If some of the 
co-owners makes no statement in respect to the agreement on the exercise of the pre-emption right within the 
prescribed time-limit, it cannot be implied from this that he/she has manifested a will of certain content . 
x The co-owners, which can dispose by the statutory pre-emption right may have, however, agreed previously on 
the waiver of the pre-emption right by an agreement in writing. The existing case law that existed in relation to 
 
 
** In this case the existing case law created by courts continues to apply (cf. Decision of the Supreme Court 33 Cdo 603/2008, Rc 75/2010) 
†† This was confirmed by the Courts – see Resolution of the Supreme Court 22 NS 441/2007, (C) Cdo 7176. 
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identical provisions of the CivC 1964 has recognized and allowed for such a procedure. The courts held that the 
agreement among the co-owners to the respect, that in the case assignment of co-ownership share by one of them 
to a third party the remaining co-owners will not exercise their pre-emptive right, is not, by its content, contrary 
to the law . 
x Legal practice and case law amended this approach by two conclusions, which remain applicable also for the 
validity of the CivC. 
Should the co-owners not agree on the way in which they shall exercise the pre-emption right, then the CivC 
assign them the right to buy the co-owner share in proportion according to the size of the shares. This means that 
every eligible co-owner demand from the "bidding" co-owner the conclusion of the purchase contract, the object of 
which will be the part of the co-owner share corresponding to the proportion of the size of the shares of other co- 
owners. 
Further change of the legal regulation concerning the statutory pre-emption right is the explicit provision in the 
CivC , according to that the pre-emption can be executed by the other co-owners even in the case should a co-owner 
assign his/her share free of charge (donation). The unambiguous formulation of CivC is without any doubt legal 
basis for the execution of pre-emption right for both assignments for consideration and assignments free of charge. 
The question of how to exercise the right of pre-emption (content of the bid) from the standpoint of the settlement 
of economic value in the case of free assignments (when it is not possible to set the price on the basis of a binding 
bidding offer) is solved in the CivC by the introduction of the concept of usual price (§Section 492). For its practical 
implementation, this means that even if a co-owner intends for example the donation of his co-owner share for no 
consideration, the other co-owners shall be entitled to buy off this share for the usual price. The way how the 
concept of “normal price” will be interpreted has to be left to the development of legal practice and judicial 
decisions that have yet to be created. 
3.3. Modified concept of relative nullity of the property assignment in breach of the statutory pre-emption right 
The concept of relative nullity of assignment of the co-owner share when disregarding the statutory right of pre-
emption consists in creation of a situation when such assignment was considered to be valid, but the person, against 
whom the pre-emption right was omitted to be applied, could object the invalidity of such conduct within the 
statutory limitation period (Spáčil., J. 1986). Like the CivC 1964, the CivC also knows the institute of the relative 
nullity, which can be invoked by a person whose interests are concerned by certain legal conduct (Section 586/1 
CivC). However, CivC does not enumerate the reasons for relative nullity (as well as like for absolute nullity). 
Instead, it defines the legal rule for assessment of the absolute and/or relative evaluation nullity based on the 
examination of the general criteria is whether the declaration of nullity is in public order interests (then it’s an 
absolute nullity) or only in the interest of a particular person (in which case relative nullity applies). The Code puts 
itself in a position that is closer to the private legal nature of a conduct, namely that in most cases the nullity of legal 
acts is a relative nullity. (Janků, M et al., 2014). As a rule, this will apply also to determination of the nullity of 
assignments of co-owner share that violates the pre-emption right. 
The procedure of the execution of the pre-emption right is ruled by Section 2140 e.a. CivC. It seems that this 
concept of the new legislation significantly (if not completely) eliminates the existing sanction consisting in the 
relative nullity of legal acts in the case of violation of the right of pre-emption, which was explicitely supported by 
the Section 40a of the CivC 1964, when it explicitly allows require the assignment of the ownership in the case of 
violation of the pre-emption right. It is at least questionable whether we could consider the relative nullity, e.g. in 
cases where a co-owner has no interest in the acquisition of the co-owner share but his only interest it not keep the 
unaltered scope of co-owners, as the purpose of the legal regulation pre-emption right is precisely to allow for the 
acquisition of a co-owner share by the eligible person and/or maintain the pre-emption right in relation to the 
subsequent acquirer of the property concerned. 
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4. Conclusions 
It follows from the above analysis of the new reduced legal regulation of the statutory pre-emption right by the 
CivC, that this regulation will no longer apply to the cases of co-ownership established by contracts or decisions of a 
public authority. Although in these cases there will be no statutory pre-emption right available to the co-owners by 
share, nevertheless, nothing shall prevent them -and under certain circumstances it can be directly recommend- from 
arranging this option by an agreement-either in the treaty serving as the legal title for the acquisition (purchase, 
donation etc.), or in a separate act (if the shares were acquired by a court decision). In the case of co-ownership of a 
real estate the recording of this pre-emption in the land register will give this pre-emption right the character of s 
right in rem and increase the legal certainty of the co-owners. 
The fact that as a consequence of the new CivC’s approach to the statutory pre-emption right there is a reduction 
of the scope of co-owners by share protected by this institute may not be realized by all co-owners and the 
possibility to substitute the latter by a contractual arrangement (replacing the legal effects of the missing statutory 
regulation) remains unexploited. This may lead to undesired negative impact of the recently redefined scope of the 
statutory pre-emption right by the CivC. It will be thus the task for the courts of justice and the subsequent 
stabilisation of the resulting case law that will reconsider the necessary legal protection of the co-owners in the event 
of the sale of a share by another co-owner, should his/her (non-existing) to be preferentially offered this share for 
purchasing . 
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